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Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｕ Issue (Phenomenon) Occurrence condition
1.00

Dec., '20

x - -

x -

x
The image may not be displayed at the frame rate
selected in [Frame rate*].
(Occurrence frequency: High)

In case of simultaneous operation of AI Privacy
Guard (WV-XAE201) and WV-XAE203W

x The demo screen does not appear.
(Occurrence frequency: High)

When the number assigned to [HTTP port] is not
"80" in the camera setting

x WV-XAE203W restarts.
(Occurrence frequency: High)

When the demo screen is opened and closed
repeatedly.

x - -

x

Alarm occurrence indication button on the live image and
the detection frames on the demo screen may not be
displayed.
(Occurrence frequency: Rare)

-

First production
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June, '21 B

Supports new cameras:
WV-S1136, WV-S2136, WV-S2136L, and WV-S2236L
*Those cameras need to be upgraded to version 1.11 or later to use WV-
XAE203W.

Added the function to limit the frame rate of the target stream for WV-XAE201W to
fix this phenomenon:
  - Up to 10 fps for WV-X series camera
  - Up to 5 fps for WV-S series camera

Fixed.

Fixed.

Supports detection frame display on i-PRO Configuration Tool version 2.0*.
*To be released in the end of June.

Fixed.

Improved the visibility of the demo screen as below:
- Changed the color of "Unknown status" frame from green to blue
- Removed the status display for blue frames ("Unknown" and "Mask")

This document describes software package upgrade for WV-XAE203W.
1. Release version： 1.10
2. Release Note Reference Number： WV-XAE203W_002
3. This product is for the U.S. market only.

Priority Rank Level
A: Recommend to apply (Major or serious update)
B: When issue happened
C: Maintenance timing
U: Function /Performance improvement (Not Necessary to update)
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